Chemical Reactivity of the Imidazole: A Semblance of Pyridine and Pyrrole?
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ABSTRACT

Addition and substitution reactions of imidazole (iz) and its derivatives continue to attract considerable attention as they play an important role in the preparation of biologically active compounds and new materials. Patterns of iz reactivity for Lewis and Brönsted reactant attacks are obtained from pyridine (py) and pyrrole (pi) due to the presence of aza (−N−) and amine (−NH−) nitrogen atoms in the rings. The sample is followed in the acid−base reactions, where iz behaves amphoteric like a combination of py and pi (Scheme 1).

Although iz and pi are π-excessive heterocycles (π donors), iz’s do not give rise to ηπ (π)-complexes with transition metals or their salts as pi does; iz behaves as a π-deficient ligand (π-acceptor) like py, and its aza nitrogen atoms form mainly η1(π,Nπ)-complexes as py does (Scheme 2).1

Electrophilic reagents attack iz and pi at the C-2 carbon atom principally, while py is attacked preferably at the N-1 nitrogen atom as iz and its C-3 and C-5 carbon atoms. Nucleophilic reagents prefer C-2, C-4, and C-6 carbon atoms of py (Scheme 3).1a,3

Therefore, even though the reactivity of the iz seems to be qualitatively comparable with the reactivity of py or pi, two fundamental questions appear: how analogous are the aza (pyridine-like) and amine (pyrrole-like) nitrogen atoms in iz, pi, and py and how equivalent is the iz with the pi and py rings.

The answers to these questions should involve global and local analysis. In this case, the global reactivity indexes are the electronegativity χ and the chemical hardness η, and the principle is the global hard/soft acids/bases principle (HSAB) of Pearson: “hard acids/basis prefer to bind with hard bases/acids, ηA ≈ ηB” .4 The local reactivity indexes are the local softness, sA(r), sB(r), ... and the principle is the local HSAB principle of Méndez and Gázquez;

It has been suggested that pyridine and pyrrole could be patterns for imidazole reactivity studies due to the amine (−NH−) and aza (−N−) nitrogen atoms. The analyses of the local and global electronic indexes prove and quantify that imidazole has an intermediate analogy between pyrrole and pyridine.
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(3) In general, pi is not susceptible to nucleophilic attack and the position C-2 of iz is usually electrophilic. See ref 1a and Guadarrama-Morales, O.; Méndez, F.; Miranda, L. D. Tetrahedron Lett. 2007, 48, 4515.
the interaction between two molecules will occur through their atoms of nearly equal softness, $s_A(r) \approx s_B(r)$.

Both principles were proved by minimization of the grand canonical potential and have been widely used for the prediction and understanding of the reactivity for several systems.

Analyses of the global reactivity indexes derived from calculations at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level of theory using Gaussian03$^7$ show that $\text{iz}$ exhibits intermediate electronegativity and hardness values between $\text{pi}$ and $\text{py}$; $\gamma_{\text{pi}}$ (4.34 eV) > $\gamma_{\text{iz}}$ (4.05 eV) > $\gamma_{\text{py}}$ (3.66 eV) and $\eta_{\text{py}}$ (5.37 eV) > $\eta_{\text{iz}}$ (4.94 eV) > $\eta_{\text{pi}}$(4.62 eV). According to the global HSAB principle, soft species would attack the $\text{pi}$ ring, hard species would attack the $\text{iz}$ ring, and harder species would attack the $\text{py}$ ring, in agreement with the experimental evidence.$^{10}$ The cooperative effect of the aza and amine nitrogen atoms in the $\text{iz}$ can be explained if we consider the $\text{iz}$ formation by the exchange reaction of one carbon atom in the $\text{pi}$ ring for one aza nitrogen atom of $\text{py}$ (Scheme 4). According to the maximum hardness principle (MHP), the reaction is permitted because the change of reagents to products is accompanied with an increase of the hardness from reagents to products ($\Delta \eta = 0.3$ eV). Calculation of the thermodynamic parameters verifies that the exchange reaction is spontaneous ($\Delta G^\circ = -7.41$ kcal mol$^{-1}$) and exothermic ($\Delta H^\circ = -7.51$ kcal mol$^{-1}$). The increase in hardness takes place with an increase in the aromaticity ($\Delta \text{NICS}(0) = -0.69$ ppm and $\Delta \text{NICS}(1) = -0.36$ ppm)$^9$ from reagents to products.

In addition, the calculated dipole momentum values follow the trend $\mu_{\text{iz}}$ (3.88 D) > $\mu_{\text{py}}$ (2.30 D) > $\mu_{\text{pi}}$ (1.07 D); the values indicate low polarity for the amino-type nitrogen atom in the $\text{pi}$ ring and higher polarity for the azatype nitrogen atom in the $\text{py}$ ring; the polarity is increased in the $\text{iz}$ ring by the coexistence of both nitrogen atoms in the five member ring.$^{10}$

The local softness $s_A(r)$ is obtained from the local Fukui function$^{11}$ $f_A(r)$ and the global softness $S_A$ (inverse of $\eta_A$): $s_A(r) = S_A f_A(r)$. Figure 1 gives us the $f_A(r)$ hypersurface diagrams for electrophilic $\Gamma_A(r)$ and nucleophilic $\Gamma_A^*(r)$ attacks and provides us maps of the reactive sites of each ring under soft species interactions. $^{12}$ It can be observed that the higher value for electrophilic attack in $\text{py}$ is located...
in the N-1 nitrogen and C-3 and C-5 carbon atoms and that for nucleophilic attack in the C-2, C-4 and C-6 carbon atoms and N-1 nitrogen atom. These results suggest an unprecedented nucleophilic attack at the pyridine nitrogen atom that was obtained experimentally eight years ago by Gibson et al.\textsuperscript{13} From Figure 1, we can observe the topological similitude between \textit{iz} and \textit{pi}, and the higher values for an electrophilic attack are located in the carbon atoms of the rings. The nitrogen atoms have no contribution for the soft electrophilic attack! According to the local HSAB principle, the soft carbon atoms of \textit{iz} will be more reactive with soft species. The trick is that the carbon atoms of \textit{iz} cannot react since they are bonded to hydrogen atoms, the N-3 nitrogen atom being the unique unoccupied site in the \textit{iz} able to perform the $\sigma$ interaction. Our theoretical result was confirmed three years ago by the experimental study of Ruiz and Perandones.\textsuperscript{14} They obtained crystal structures of compounds where the hard Mn$^{2+}$ cation ($\eta$ = 9.02 eV)$^{5d}$ was bonded to the hard N-3 nitrogen atom of \textit{iz} and the soft Au$^{+}$ cation ($\eta$ = 5.6 eV)$^{5d}$ was bonded to the soft C-2 atom of \textit{iz}. It is interesting to observe that the higher values for a nucleophilic attack are located in the region of the N-H bond for \textit{iz} and \textit{pi} (Figure 1).\textsuperscript{3}

We calculate the local softness, condensed to the individual nitrogen atoms in the molecules \textit{iz}, \textit{pi}, and \textit{py} using the condensed Fukui function\textsuperscript{15} $s_N = S_{f-N}$. For electrophilic attack, the condensed softness follows the trend $s^{-}_{N-1(\textit{iz})} > s^{-}_{N-3(\textit{iz})} > s^{-}_{N-1(\textit{py})} > s^{-}_{N-3(\textit{py})}$. Therefore, \textit{py} has a softer N-1 nitrogen atom than \textit{iz}, while \textit{pi} has a harder N-1 atom than \textit{iz}.

In order to assess the condensed softness trend and to understand the preferred interactions of each nitrogen atom in the rings with hard/soft electrophiles, we studied the coordination reactions between the Li$^+$, Na$^+$, and K$^+$ cations and the N-3/N-1 nitrogen atoms of \textit{iz}/\textit{py} and N-3/N-1 nitrogen atoms of the imidazolate/pyrrolate anions respectively (Schemes 5 and 6).

Table 1 shows the calculated $\Delta G^o$ and $\delta \Delta G^o_1$ values for the coordination reactions between alkaline cations and the N-3 and N-1 nitrogen atoms of \textit{iz} and \textit{py} respectively. As we can observe, the interaction energy decreases from Li$^+$ to K$^+$ for both aza nitrogen atoms in \textit{iz} and \textit{py}, and the strongest interaction occurs with the Li$^+$ cation. However, the $\delta \Delta G^o_1$ values show that N-3 nitrogen atom of \textit{iz} has a higher interaction energy with the harder cation (Li$^+$) than the N-1 nitrogen atom of \textit{py}, while for the softer cation (K$^+$) the N-1 nitrogen atom of \textit{py} shows a higher interaction than the N-3 nitrogen atom of \textit{iz}.\textsuperscript{16} The more negative

\begin{table}
\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Cation & $\Delta G^o$ & $\delta \Delta G^o_1$ \\
\hline
Li$^+$ & \text{1.2 kJ mol$^{-1}$} & \text{0.4 kJ mol$^{-1}$} \\
Na$^+$ & \text{0.8 kJ mol$^{-1}$} & \text{0.1 kJ mol$^{-1}$} \\
K$^+$ & \text{0.3 kJ mol$^{-1}$} & \text{0.0 kJ mol$^{-1}$} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}
\end{table}


\textsuperscript{15} The $s_N$ and $f_N$ values were calculated using the Mulliken population analysis and a finite-difference approximation (Tables S7–S9 in the Supporting Information). For definition of condensed Fukui functions, see: Yang, W.; Mortier, W. \textit{J. J. Am. Chem. Soc.} \textit{1986}, 108, 5708.

\textsuperscript{16} Our calculated hardness values for the alkaline cations were in agreement with the known experimental hardness trend: $\eta$Li$^+$ (35.21 eV) > $\eta$Na$^+$ (21.10 eV) > $\eta$K$^+$ (13.60 eV); see ref 4d.

\textsuperscript{17} Huang, H.; Rodgers, M. \textit{T. J. Phys. Chem. A} \textit{2002}, 106, 4277.
value of \( \delta \Delta G^0_1 \) reflects that the N-1 nitrogen atom in py is softer than the N-3 nitrogen atom in iz.

An excellent agreement between theory and experiment is found for the Li\(^+\) and K\(^+\) interacting systems, whereas the theoretical interaction energy to the Na\(^+\) system is 1.3 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) higher than the experimental value. The results obtained indicate that the B3LYP functional is reliable for the analysis done.

The opposite case is presented in the analysis of the N-3 and N-1 nitrogen atoms of iz and pi respectively (Table 2).

The imidazolate iz\((-\) and pyrrolate pi\((-\) anions were considered in the interaction with the alkaline cations since they are the species used in coordination chemistry. The interaction energy of the nitrogen atoms of iz\((-\) and pi\((-\) anions increase from the softer atom (K\(^+\)) to the harder cation (Li\(^+\)). The \( \delta \Delta G^0_2 \) values show that the nitrogen atom of pi\((-\) has the higher interaction energy with the alkaline cations than the nitrogen atom of iz\((-\). However, the difference decreases from Li\(^+\) to K\(^+\) suggesting that for a softer cation than K\(^+\) (cf. Rb\(^+\) and Cs\(^+\)) the differences will decrease to zero or positive values. The calculated \( \delta \Delta G^0_2 \) values point out that the pyrrolate nitrogen atom is harder than its homologous form in imidazolate, and this is compatible with the N-1 nitrogen atom of pi being harder than the case of iz obtained from the condensed softness.

Therefore, our analysis at a global and a local level prove and quantify that py is the harder ring and has a softer N-1 nitrogen atom than iz, while pi is the softer ring and has a harder N-1 atom than iz. Soft, hard, and harder species would attack the pi, iz, and py rings respectively. The reactivity of the nitrogen atoms of the rings for a soft electrophilic attack follows the trend N-1(py) > N-3(iz) > N-1(iz) > N-1(pi). However, the softer C-2, C-4, and C-5 carbon atoms of iz are more reactive than its N-3 and N-1 nitrogen atoms for a soft electrophilic attack. Furthermore, there is a closer topological similarity between the iz and pi chemical soft reactivity than py.

In conclusion the semblance of iz with pi and py depends on the hard/soft character of the interacting species: (a) iz-py semblance for atomic hard species and/or global soft species, and b) iz-pi semblance for atomic soft species and/or global hard species in agreement with the experimental evidence.
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**Table 1. Interaction Energy Values (\( \Delta G^0 \)) for Coordination Reactions of Aza Nitrogen Atoms in Pyridine and Imidazole with Alkaline Metals and Their Difference (\( \delta \Delta G^0 \)) Obtained by the Equation \( \delta \Delta G^0_2 = \Delta G^0_{\text{py}} - \Delta G^0_{\text{iz}} \) (Values Are in kcal mol\(^{-1}\))**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M(^+)</th>
<th>( \Delta G^0_{\text{py}} )</th>
<th>( \Delta G^0_{\text{iz}} )</th>
<th>( \delta \Delta G^0_2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li(^+)</td>
<td>-38.70</td>
<td>44.13</td>
<td>5.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na(^+)</td>
<td>-24.82</td>
<td>29.90</td>
<td>5.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K(^+)</td>
<td>-21.43</td>
<td>19.73</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Experimental gas-phase values. \(^b\)Calculated gas-phase values. MP2(full)/6-311+G(2d,2p)/MP2(full)/6-31G*.

---

**Table 2. Interaction Energy Values (\( \Delta G^0 \)) for Coordination Reactions of Amine Nitrogen Atoms in Pyrrolate and Imidazolate (1-N: -) with Alkaline Metals and Their Difference (\( \delta \Delta G^0 \)) by the Equation \( \delta \Delta G^0_2 = \Delta G^0_{\text{pi}} - \Delta G^0_{\text{iz}} \) (Values Are in kcal mol\(^{-1}\))**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M(^+)</th>
<th>( \Delta G^0_{\text{pi}} )</th>
<th>( \Delta G^0_{\text{iz}} )</th>
<th>( \delta \Delta G^0_2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li(^+)</td>
<td>-144.06</td>
<td>-138.34</td>
<td>-5.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na(^+)</td>
<td>-121.42</td>
<td>-116.44</td>
<td>-4.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K(^+)</td>
<td>-102.19</td>
<td>-98.88</td>
<td>-3.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

(18) The \( \delta \Delta G^0_1 \) and \( \delta \Delta G^0_2 \) values indicate that the condensed values obtained from the Mulliken population analysis and the finite-difference approximation are reliable for the analysis.